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Abstract
Wepresent amethod for generating cold neutral atoms via charge exchange reactions between
trapped ions andRydberg positronium. The high charge exchange reaction cross section leads to
efficient neutralisation of the ions and since the positronium-ionmass ratio is small, the neutrals do
not gain appreciable kinetic energy in the process.When the original ions are cold the reaction
produces neutrals that can be trapped or furthermanipulatedwith electromagnetic fields. Because a
wide range of species can be targetedwe envisage that our schememay enable experiments at low
temperature that have been hitherto intractable due to a lack of coolingmethods.We present an
estimate for achievable temperatures, neutral number and density in an experimentwhere the neutrals
are formed at amilli-Kelvin temperature from either directly or sympathetically cooled ions confined
on an ion chip. The neutralsmay then be confined by theirmagneticmoment in a co-locatedmagnetic
minimumwell also formed on the chip.We discuss general experimental requirements.

1. Introduction

Low temperature and charge neutrality are cornerstones in atomic physics, allowing investigations of
phenomena of both fundamental and applied importance. Historically, a growing number of experimentally
available cold neutral species has been inextricably linkedwith new research. Examples include using ultracold
alkaline earth-like elements in optical frequency standards [1], and cooling chromium [2] and rare earth
elements [3]with a largemagneticmoment to access novel interactions. Some halogens can be cooled [4] and
with a growing number of cold species includingmolecules [5], chemistry at low energy is an emerging field.
Laser cooling is the paradigm for achieving low temperatures, but only in select atomic species and recently in
certain classes ofmolecules [6]with energy transitions thatmatch available laser sources. Despite technological
advances, direct laser cooling of universally abundant species such as hydrogen, carbon and oxygen [7], as well as
molecules in general, remains either intractable or extremely challenging at best. Producing coldmolecules via
photo-association or Feshbach resonances in laser cooled species faces similar limitations. Other generally
applicablemethods like buffer gas cooling and deceleration in switched electromagnetic fields produce either
high density or low temperatures but often not both. Very recently, ultracold polarmolecules have been
achieved by optoelectrical cooling [8]. A generalmethod for producing arbitrary cold neutral species at or below
milli-Kelvin temperatures is, however, still outstanding.

Here we describe how excited state positronium (Ps) can be used to produce cold neutral atoms ormolecules
(X) from target ions ( +X ) by the reaction

+  ++ + ( )X Ps X e . 1

The reaction is initiated by exciting the Ps to a high-lying Rydberg state after the target ion has been confined
in a Paul trap and cooled either by direct laser cooling or coupling to a thermal bath. The latter can be achieved
bymeans such as sympathetic coolingwith another laser-coolable ion, or by coupling the ionmotion to a
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cryogenically cooled resistor [9]. The latter technique becomes relevant for (anti)protons. The advantage of Ps is
that, as detailed below, the recoil energy imparted in the collision is small enough that the increase in the kinetic
energy of the trapped neutral is negligible, such that it will be formed at or near the temperature of the original
ion. After the neutral atomormolecule forms itmay be confined by interactionwith itsmagneticmoment in a
co-locatedmagneticminimumwell where its electronic excitation decays, or is controllably removed by a
stimulated Raman process. Once the atom is in a known state it can be detected by interactionwith radiation or
furthermanipulated in shallow potentialsmade by electromagnetic fields.We introduce a hybrid atom/ion chip
[10, 11]which allows convenient integration of the central elements. In principle the concept applies to any
atomic ormolecular species that can be cooled in an ion trap, as the strength of theCoulomb interaction eases
the initial trapping of the target ion.

2. Charge exchange reactionswith excited state positronium

Recent years have seenmajor advances in the production andmanipulation of positronium in vacuum. Ps can
be produced efficiently at low kinetic energies using a porous silica sample intowhich a keV-energy positron
beam is implanted. The Ps atoms are emitted from the surface of the pores with around 1 eV of kinetic energy
and are then cooled by collision as they pass through the pore volume, before being emitted into vacuum.
Kinetic energies in the 25–70meV range have been deduced [12–14], dependent upon details of the sample
structure. Importantly, a number of groups currently have the capability to produce excited Ps atoms across a
wide range of principal quantumnumbers nPs [14–19], with efficiencies of around 20%of the incident positron
flux, using pulsed laser systems timed to coincidewith bursts of positrons ejected frombuffer gas-type
accumulation devices (e.g., [20, 21]).

Our study of the Ps-X+ reaction has beenmotivated in part by a recent resurgence of interest in the Ps-p
system, and in particular the charge exchange reaction Ps+ pH+e+. The charge conjugate of this process
has long been postulated as a candidate for direct antihydrogen formation ([22, 23]), and two groups are close to
implementation (see e.g., [24, 25]). In addition to production by directlymixing positrons and antiprotons [26–
28], antihydrogen has also been produced in a double Rydberg charge exchange scheme that involved the
creation and interaction of Ps [29]with recent improvements in Ps yield [30]. Recent, high quality, calculations
for Ps-p charge exchange [31, 32] for initial Ps states from = –n 1 3Ps have revealed unexpectedly large cross
sections that increase dramatically with nPs and (other than for the ground state) exhibit a K1 Ps behaviour at
lowPs kinetic energies, KPs. This work has been supplemented by a classical trajectorymonte carlo (CTMC)
investigation explicitly for Rydbergs [33], and these studies are used to provide estimates of required Psfluxes in
the next section.

In the present work it is assumed that the Ps-p system is typical of the Ps-ion class which is characterised by a
long-range charge-dipole interaction potential which ensures that the ion interacts with the Rydberg Ps as a
whole [34, 35]. As such, the collision can effectively be broken down into separate -e - +X and +e - +X systems
whichwill be dominated by the former, leading to charge transfer, due to the repulsive nature of the positron-
ion interaction. In effect, at the collision energies we consider, the orientation of the -e - +e dipole is frozen
relative to the ion, irrespective of species, resulting in broadly similar scattering cross sections for all singly
charged ions.We also assume that the cross sections for reaction (1) ensure that the charge transfer process
remains competitive with other collisional outcomes, such as break-up ( +  + ++ + + -X Ps X e e ) and
radiative attachment ( u+  + ++ + hX Ps X e ), for awide variety of species.We note, though, that little is
known concerning very low energy Ps-X+ interactions involving excited states of Ps, other than the
aforementionedwork on the Ps-p system.

One outcome of the Ps-ion interaction is a Rydberg neutral in a state inwhich the binding energy difference,
Q, between it and the starting Ps state is close to zero, such that the collision is quasi-resonant (see [36] for a
discussion of this phenomenon in charge transfer reactions). It is easy to show that the kinetic energy imparted
to the atomic species (ofmass mX) as a result ofQ is of the order of Qm me X, withme the electronmass. Thus,
this recoil can be neglected for Rydberg Ps atoms, which can have binding energies in the region of 10 meV.
Reaction (1) is likely to be very kinematically forward-peaked, thus the kinetic energy gainwill be around the Ps
kinetic energy, KPs, suppressed by the factor m me X. Using this, and requiring that the resulting neutral kinetic
energymust be less than the depth of the atom trap (given by k T3 2B W , withTWthe effective trapwall
temperature), one can show that KPs must be less than approximately T M0.24 W X ( eV,withTW in kelvin), where
MX is themass number of the trapped atom. The low reaction recoil, togetherwith the lowmomentumbrought
into the collision by the Ps, results in the total recoil energy of the neutrals being small enough for them to be
held in shallowmagneticminimum traps.WithTWaround 5 mK for amagnetic trap for the atom (see
section 4), the requiredmaximum ( )K 10 meVPs for M 10X is already near the capabilities of demonstrated
porous silica Ps targets that produce a large fraction of Pswith kinetic energies close to room temperature (see
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section 3). Thus, a wide variety of species created via Ps charge exchange can be held, provided cold enough
target ions are available.

A further feature of reaction (1) is that the final Rydberg state of the target atom is controlled entirely by that
of the Ps, since the ejected positron is essentially a spectator. This is in contrast to the case of a charge exchange
reaction between a target ion and a heavier neutral atom (which itself would have to be cold beforehand to
prevent excessive heating on collision) for which a slew offinal states of both the newly formed neutral and the
resulting ionised atomwould be possible.

3. Estimate of required positroniumflux

Whilst reaction (1) has advantages over charge exchange involvingmassive species, a potential disadvantage is
that Ps is relatively scarce andmust be produced in situ using a low energy positron beam. Thus, we provide an
estimate of the rate of cold neutral production via Rydberg Ps-ion interactions to further assess the viability of
themethod and estimate the positron beam requirements for this technique. It can be shown that the number of
Ps emitted isotropically from a point source required to neutralise a fraction fn of ions located in a trap at a

distanceR away is approximately p
s

fR
n

2 2

, whereσ is the scattering cross section.We estimateσ using guidance

from the p-Ps results of Bray andKadyrov and co-workers [31, 32], whose (anti) hydrogen production data
show, for example, an order ofmagnitude increase in the cross section between Ps(2s) and Ps(3s), with the latter
close to ´ -1.5 10 m16 2 for KPs of 10 meV. Recent CTMC results [33] are in remarkable accordwith the Bray/
Kadyrov datawhere they overlap for =n 3Ps , giving confidence that the former can provide useful estimates of
the cross sections for Rydberg Ps. TheCTMC studyfinds that the charge transfer cross sections scale as nPs

4 , as
expected from aBohr analysis, such thatσ reaches around -10 m12 2 with »n 50Ps at a Ps kinetic energy of about
10 meV. In a sample of Ps thermailsed at 25 meV [14], a fraction of about fs= 15%have kinetic energies below
10meV. If we take the conservative approach that only Pswith kinetic energies below 10meV contribute to
neutralisation, andwith Ps emanating from a silica target located about 4 mmaway (as illustrated infigure 1, see
section 4 for details), around  ~ ´6 10Ps

8 Rydberg Pswill be needed to neutralise all ions.
Porous silica targets offer excellent conversion efficiency frompositrons impacting on the surface to

reflected positronium that cools towards its target temperature [37, 38]. In our example, taking the
aforementioned positron-Rydberg conversion efficiency of ~f 20%c , approximately  ~ ´+ 3 10e

9

positronswould be needed to fully neutralise the ion sample, and this scales with incoming positronflux for
applications where complete conversion is not required. It has recently been demonstrated that ´4 109

positrons can be stored in an accumulator [39].Whilst this is, in principle, sufficient to ensure that =f 100%n
using our simple approximation, we note that: (i) further gains in positron number are feasible using laboratory-
based positron systemswith extra storage capabilities [40], (ii) sources with significantly higher positronfluxes
are under development [41] and (iii)higher fluxes are available at existing facility based sources [42].

Figure 1.Ahybrid ion-atom chip, including a Ps source. The layer that creates themagnetic trap for neutral atoms is offset along z and
appears below the ion trap chip for clarity; the latter is located directly above themagnetic trap layer. See text for details.
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The arrival of such a large pulse of chargemay lead to ion heating in the μeV regimewhich can bemitigated
by shielding the positron beamor splitting up the pulse into shorter bunches. Alternatively, the Ps converter can
be back illuminatedwith some loss of positrons: e.g., work in [38] shows conversion efficiencies on transmission
through a carbon-backed porous silicamembrane of~10%. Though the efficiency of conversion is lower,
integrating such a target directly into the surface of the chip ion trap immediately below the ionswould decrease
the distanceR from converter to ions and hence lower the positron requirements (by asmuch as a factor of 3),
making the technique immediately viable for positron systems that have existed forwell over a decade [43].We
also envisage that several shots of neutralised atoms could be collected in themagnetic trap over time by
simultaneously operating the two traps and re-loading ions as they are depleted.

4. A concept for neutral atomproduction and trapping

The formed neutral can be trapped in amagneticminimumpotential well provided that the depth is
commensurate with the original ion energy and that it has a long-lived state with amagneticmoment.Magnetic
trap field gradients of around ¢ = -b 5 Tm 1 are technically feasible in conventionalmagnetic traps evenwithout
superconductors and of order =T 5 mKW depth is easily available for an atomwith amagneticmoment
m m= B. The electronic excitation of the trapped target neutral decays in a time-scalemuch shorter than the
typicalmagnetic trap lifetimes, which exceed 10 s.We note that the currently demonstrated route to trapped
ground state antihydrogen relies on decay from the excited state inwhich the anti-atom is born [26]. Indeed, one
can show that from a distribution of (anti)hydrogen atoms in randommagnetic states up to nH = 20, 50%decay
by a radiative cascade to the ground state in less than 0.1 ms [44], and at lowmagnetic fields on average one in
four of these will be in a trapped state. Thus, evenwithout any internal state control such as optical pumping,
starting from  = 10i

3 ions a few 102 neutrals could be trapped per positron bunch. Assuming a uniform
distribution of a atomswith temperatureTW in a spherical volume, and that atomswill explore a radius up to

m ¢k T bB W an estimate of the density can be given as m p= ¢( ) ( )N b k T3 4 B W
3 3. For example, with

¢ = -b 5 Tm 1 and =T 5 mKW one achieves = ´ -N 7 10 m7 3 per atomwith m m= B. Thus, assuming that
=f 25%t of the 103 ions are trapped in the ground state as in the hydrogenic case, we get a conservative estimate

of ~ ´ -N 1.8 10 m10 3 (see table 1 for a summary of parameters considered for this case).We note that there is
significant scope for improvement for atomswith highermagneticmoments. Alternatively, atom chip traps can
provide somewhat higherfield gradients and superconducting traps can provide significantly higher field
gradients. For example, with ¢ = -b 220 Tm 1 as in [45], andwith the other parameters as above, wewould have

= ´ -N 1.5 10 m15 3, although in such an environment caremust be taken to ensure that the Ps survives to
interaction.

Our concept can be realised by superimposing a conventional Paul trap for ions and a conventional trap for
neutral atoms forwhich typical trapping parameters were given above.We envisage that a hybrid atom/ion chip
geometry as shown infigure 1 offers simplification and further advantages (see below) and thus we now turn to
discuss this specific scenario inmore detail. Infigure 1, trapped ions (red) are neutralised by Ps (brown)
originating from the silica source (dark blue). Both the incident positron beam (green) used for Ps production

Table 1.Estimated and chosen parameter values for the discussed case of Ps-X+neutralisation
in section 4.

Ionmass number MX 10
+e -Rydberg Ps conversion fraction fc 20%

Ps kinetic energy KPs 10 meV

Ps principal quantumnumber nPs 50

Ps- +X cross section s ~ n KPs
4

Ps ´ -1 10 m12 2

Neutralisation fraction fn 100%

Fraction of < KPs Ps fs 15%

Converter-ion distance R ´ -4 10 m3

Required number of Ps from target  p s= R2
f

fPs
2n

s
´6 108

+e onto target  =+ fe cPs ´3 109

Number of trapped ions i 1000

Neutral trapping fraction ft 25%

Number of trapped atoms  = f fn ta i 250

Magnetic wall temperature TW 5 mK

Atommagneticmoment μ mB

Atom trap gradient ¢b -5 Tm 1

Atomdensity m p= ¢( ) ( )N b k T3 4 B W
3 3 ´ -1.8 10 m10 3
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and the silica source are separated by a fewmm from the ions to reduce electrostatic interference and to allow
access for laser cooling and detection by standard ion trappingmethods together with the Ps excitation laser
beam (not shown). The ion-chip electrodes are connected as described in [46], but the physical dimensions have
been chosen to create a trap about 1 mm from the surface and a chip layer thickness of 0.5 mmallows fabrication
from foil [47] for convenience. The central DC-electrodes are separated by a 0.5 mmgap to allow loading the
ions frombelow the surface as described in [47]. The internal separation andwidth of the RF electrodes are
1.5 mmand 3.0 mm respectively.With anRF excitation voltage of 400 V at 8MHz, voltages ranging from−2 to
3 Von the central DC electrodes, and around 17 Von the end-caps, we calculate using [48, 49] that the ion trap
depth becomes 160 meV for Ca+ ions. These parameters yield trapping frequencies of a few 100 kHz. The
combined ion potential in the centre of the chip is shown infigure 2(a). These parameters, while somewhat
arbitrary, illustrate typical properties of a trapping potential withminimumenergy far enough away from the
surface that heating due to the influence of patch-effects is reduced. Further, theDC-control voltages are chosen
to bring the combined potential close to the RF-null line in order tominimise excessmicromotion and to allow a
slight tilt of the principal axes to facilitate laser cooling of all degrees of freedomwith a laser beamparallel to the
xy-plane [46].While constituting a realistic set of trapping parameters which enables trapping of order 103 ions
and formingCoulomb crystals at temperatures near 5 mK,we note that further optimisationmay be required in
an experiment.We also note that very large numbers of ions are in principle available, e.g., ´9 104 ions have
been reported [50].

Themagnetic potential well (figure 2(b))with aminimumcoincidingwith the ion trap is generated by a
singleZ-shapedwire [11] slightly offset from the centre (to allow placing the ion source beneath the chip)
togetherwith a uniformbiasfield at an angle from the xy-plane to compensate for the offset. The centre wire
segment creates the field gradient for atom confinement above the chip following a line along ywhile the ends of
theZ-wire pinch off the trap. The length of the trap along y is determined by the length of the central segment.
The position of the trap above the surface can bemoved by changing the biasfield or thewire current. This
geometry allows an overall trap depth of about 0.05 mK A−1 for an atomwith amagneticmoment mB. In order
to trapmost of the neutral atoms that formby charge exchange described here, of order 100 Aneeds to run in the
copperZ-wire, achievable in a room temperature trap [51]. Since thefield gradient in the chip trap is not

Figure 2.Cross sections in the xz-plane of (a) the combined RF andDCpotential for Ca+ ions for typical trapping parameters (see
text) and (b) a neutral atommagnetic trap producedwith 100A in thewire and a 6.7mTbias field creates aminimumwhich overlaps
the ion trapminimum. The contour interval in (a) is 50 meV and in (b) there are 20 contours in the interval 0–3.5 mT.
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isotropic the expression for density is no longer valid but nevertheless provides a guide to achievable neutral
atomdensities. However, since the field gradient in the chip trap scales with the inverse distance squared [11], it
is not unreasonable to anticipate densities up to -10 m12 3 with small changes to the geometry. Further gain in
trap depth and atomdensity could be achieved bymaking the ion-chip layer thinner, thus bringing the traps
closer to thewire, and increasing the current density in thewire (e.g., bymicrofabrication). Alternatively, higher
current densities could be achievedwith a superconductingwire in a cryogenic system. The presence of the chip
surface limits the achievablemagnetic trap depth andmay also affect the final temperature of the ions due tofield
inhomogeneities which becomemore significant at close proximity. Deeper and cleaner potentials are available
if the concept is realised by conventionalmacroscopic (non-chip)field sources, or alternatively onemay choose
a combination of ion or atom chip technology.However, the proposed geometry offers increased freedom for
optical access.

5.Outlook

Withoutmodification or extension this technique applies directly to the creation of cold (even if not trapped)
neutrals in any atomic species that has singly charged bound states which can be used for cooling in a trap either
through direct laser cooling or sympathetically through the use of a secondary refrigerant ionwithwell known
laser cooling characteristics such asCa+ or Be+. A particularly notable example is neutral carbonwhich cannot
be laser cooled in practice due to the lack of laser sources at thewavelength of the transition to the first excited
state. Following our proposedmethod, C+would be sympathetically cooled in the ion trap, then, after
neutralisation, becomemagnetically trapped in one of its long lived 3P1 or

3P2 states. In the dual ion
configuration itmay becomenecessary to use the spatial separation that occurs in ion trapping in order to avoid
both species interacting with the Ps atoms unless cold reactions between the participants are explicitly desired in
the experiment. Amassive atomgains little kinetic energy fromneutralisation and therefore the initial density of
the neutrals will bemore like the density of the trapped ions. To avoidmultiple species interactions, it is
straightforward to focus theRydberg excitation laser to a spot size smaller than commonly observed ion spatial
separation distances of 10–100 μm (see e.g. [47]), and thereby limit the region overwhich the reaction has
appreciable cross section to only cover the target species.

In principle cold neutralmolecules can be producedwith thismethod equally well, however, here the
internalmolecular structure is likely to complicate trapping themolecule since decay channels from the excited
state are not as straightforward. Tomitigate this problem the excited state populationmay be transferred to a
trapped state, e.g. with a stimulated Raman process. Furthermore, reactions involving X andX+, which (with
cooling present) aremostly benign for atoms,may pose limitations formolecules.We note that a variant of
reaction (1) involving Ps collisions with negatively charged ionsmay be a novel source of exotic bound states(see
e.g., [52]) akin to Ps-atom systems. Finally, we predict that with a colder Ps source or deepermagnetic trap,
hydrogen or antihydrogen can be created by reaction (1) from cold protons or antiprotons on a cryogenic variant
of our hybrid chip trap. Thismethod could potentially lead to higher antihydrogen experiment rates as the
miniaturisation allowsmuch improved optical access compared to current technology.

In summary, we have presented amethod to produce and trap cold neutral species via charge exchangewith
excited state positronium atoms on a hybrid ion/atom chip.We have shown that it is feasible to attempt the
methodwith a laboratory-based positron source. Our predicted density of trapped neutrals is immediately
competitive for experiments in novel collisions, fundamental tests and precisionmeasurements [5] and has the
advantage that at least in principle a wide range of species can be neutralised and trapped. Especially in the case of
moremassive species the untrapped neutrals inherit the trapped ion density with potential to address cold
controlled chemistry.We have shownhow an improved field gradient can also yield such high densities in the
trap. Further optimisation for specific speciesmay lead to a higher flux of cold neutrals than predicted here.
Naturally, ourmethod also applies to the regimewhere only a single neutral is produced. In the case of
antihydrogen, ourmethodwould allow reducing the trap volume by several orders ofmagnitudewhich leads to
increased interaction probability with laser beams and thereby increased statistical precision inmeasurements.
The element of scalability and flexibility offered on atom chips presents a possibility to create two (ormore) traps
for different species which could bemerged in a controlledway. Since only a single refrigerant species and
therefore only one laser cooling laser setup could be used formany target species, ourmethod is a simplified
route toward controlled inter-species interactions at the expense of requiring a Ps source.
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